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A PROBLEM ON NEAREST POINTS IN BANACH SPACES 

Jonathan M. Borwein and Simon Fitzpatrick 

If E is a real Banach space and C is a closed non-empty subset of E then 

the distance function de is defined by 

dc(x) := inf{ llx - zll : z e C}, 

and any z in C with dc(x) = llx - zll is a nearest point in C to x. If z E C and 

there is some x e E\C with z as its nearest point we call z a nearest point. If 

the set of points in E\C possessing nearest points in C is generic (contains a 

dense Ga) we call C almost proximinal. We say that E is (sequentially) Kadec if 

we have limn~coiiXn - xll = 0 for every sequence {xn} in E converging weakly 

to x with limn~coiiXnll = llxll. [Each Lp space (1 < p <co) has this property, 

as does any locally uniformly convex Banach space.] The following results are 

described fully in Borwein and Fitzpatrick [Bo-F]. 

Theorem 1. (Swiss cheese lemma). Let {Uex: ex E A} be a collection of mutually 

disjoint open convex subsets of a reflexive Banach space. Then 

C := E\u{Uex: ex E A} is almost proximinal if it is non-empty. 

Theorem 2. (Lau-Konjagin) In a Banach space E the following conditions are 

equivalent. 

(A) E is reflexive and Kadec. 

(B) For each closed non-empty subset C of E, the set of points in E\C with nearest 

points in C is dense in E\C. 

(C) Each closed non-empty subset C of E is almost proximinal. 

If C is almost proximinal it follows that the nearest points of C are dense 

in the boundary of C. There are reflexive Banach spaces E which do not have 

the Kadec property but such that, nevertheless, for each closed non-empty 

subset C of E the set of nearest points in C to points of E\C is dense in the 

boundary of C. 
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Theorem 3. Let X be a reflexive Kadec space, Y a finite dimensional normed 

space and Ill · Ill a Riesz (lattice) norm on IR2. Let E : ... Xe Yin the norm 

ll(x,y)ll := lll(lixll,liyli)lll- For each closed non-empty subset C of E the 

nearest points in C to points not in C are dense in the boundary of C. 

For unbounded subsets of non-reflexive subspaces there are no general 

results on nearest points. For bounded closed sets we have: 

Theorem 4. Let E be a Banach space vvith the Radon-Nikodym property and let 

C be a closed bounded non-empty subset of E. Then C is contained in the closed 

convex hull of its nearest points to points in E\C. In particular C possesses 

nearest points. 

The main open question is: Are nearest points dense in the boundary of 

every closed subset of e_,y_erv :reflexive._~ Indeed: .Can ~· prop.m: non-emmv 

dosed s.et in a reflexive space fail to haye anv nearest point1iZ 
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